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Background
• At this event in 2019, we reported on a barn find near Pittsburgh that 

included four Chrysler Airflows. One was a 1936 Chrysler C11.
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Commitment – later that month

Fig 1

• Boyd and Clulow wanted to save the C11, and we figured out a way to 
manage a joint project:
• Bill Strom would buy the mostly intact C17
• Boyd would pay for the rest of the inventory
• Clulow would take delivery of the C11 in Pasadena Maryland along with the 

two C10s and a truckload of Airflow parts
• We would share and track labor, cash investment, and contributed Airflow 

parts as the joint project evolved. 

• Jon C made four trips to the seller to retrieve 3 cars and the parts.
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The C11 as Jon fetched it, Nov 2019

Fig 2
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Maryland progress, 2020

• Engine rebuilt by Rockville Ring and Bearing
• Jon C
• Assembled car using the best parts available from the seller and his own 

inventory. 
• Almost everything was there, but some parts were too badly deteriorated to 

use.
• Jon swapped in better stock when he had it
• We had to buy one part – a missing rear seat cigar lighter

• By November 2020, car was together, nearly complete, and ready to 
ship to San Diego for finishing
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Ready for transport to California…Nov 2020

Fig 3
Jon drove it a few miles to the transporter loading site
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Arriving in El Cajon…December 14, 2020
Car mostly assembled, engine and 
drivetrain rebuilt and installed. 
Wiring in and working. John drove 
it 3 miles home.
Plan was:
-Disassemble
-Refinish all brightwork
-Replace tires
-Repair rust, straighten, weld, repair 
body as needed
-Several mechanical redos
-New interior
-New glass
-All new weatherstrip
-New paint

Fig 4
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2021 body work snapshots

Jan 18 stripped
Jan 19 deep pits; 
must be sandblasted

Feb 12 rebuilding 
vent window

Mar 1 moldings 
polished

Mar 19 back from blasting Mar 28 air 
cleaner restored

May 13 body repair in 
progress

June 4 body repair 
continues

Figs 5-8

Figs 9-12
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The Team in California
Jon flew to San Diego July 19 for 15 days 
of intensive C11 therapy. We
• Hung fenders, installed welt
• Reinstalled running boards
• Reinstalled headlight doors, tail lights
• Reinstalled side trim
• Reassembled dash gauges and controls
• Reinstalled hood and deck lid; added 

hood welt and trunk weatherstrip
• Test fit the grille
• Went out to dinner a few times, had a 

negroni or two
• And then he left.
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JOINT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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Steve Wilson came down to help
Steve and Linda live 400 miles 
away near Fresno. They visited 
for a couple days and Steve 
helped me repair the driver’s 
door check and worked some 
other components
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Alone, John B soldiered on…
• Got running board side trim repaired, 

polished, and installed
• Had wheels sandblasted, painted, 

sunbursted, and pinstriped
• Got tires mounted and balanced
• Had grille blade sides painted; installed 

hood molding and grllle
• Trunk emblem polished and installed, 

license plate mounted
• Fabricated and installed door top 

weatherstrip
• Installed and adjusted rebuilt brake 

power unit
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A wrinkle… (there were others)
• Running the car in third on the hoist made a 

horrible racket. The problem was immediately 
traced to new, but slightly too loose, U-joints.
• Solution was new, commonly available Spicer 

U-joints. But they required a new driveshaft 
with a pair of custom-machined adapters to 
mate the Spicers to the Chrysler flanges.
• Now installed, the new U-joints are silent.
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October 2 status

Fig 14
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Goal

• Have car finished and ready to show 
at the Spring Western AACA Nationals 
in Las Vegas, March 10-12, 2022.
• Decide what to do with it.
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Backup Slides
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Paint study

• LeBaron cars were all custom ordered. Our 
body tag shows only the order number. 

• FCA Historical contributed no details in their 
report.

• The car was once reported as “turquoise”, 
which we rejected

• We appreciated gunmetal and considered 
gunmetal, titanium, and tuxedo black. 

• Justin Clulow did a Photoshop mockup of 
two candidates with two-tone. Expert 
familial opinion was unanimous:  “Looks like 
a panda.” 

• Based on viewing real cars, we chose Lincoln 
Luxe (until 2016). It’s a metallic gray with a 
bit of bronze tint. 
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Investment Tracking

• We set up a shared Google spreadsheet to track expenses and ownership share. 
• We are near 50/50 and will likely finish with John B a couple points ahead.
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